Historians have examined the significant contributions John and William Bartram made to 18th-and 19th-century knowledge of indigenous North American flora. However, the Bartrams' contribution to medicinal botanical knowledge, particularly William Bartram's compilation of Indians' knowledge on the preparation and use of medicinal botanicals, is not well-known. In addition, while William Bartram's contemporaries relied on his accounts of medicinal botanicals, they rarely acknowledged Bartram or Indians in their own works. Contemporaries plagiarized Bartram's writings and used his exquisite illustrations to ornament their own publications. This paper reconstructs William Bartram's careful collection and recording of medicinal botanical knowledge that became part of late 18th-and early 19th-century American pharmacology, as well as provides evidence for 54 Bartram-identified indigenous species and the pirating of William Bartram's work by contemporaries.
INTRODUCTION
William Bartram was particularly passionate regarding the documentation and preservation of Indians' medicinal botanical knowledge, because he believed this knowledge would be lost as their technologically unsophisticated culture was overcome by white society. His unique illustrations accurately and beautifully document indigenous flora, including medicinal botanicals. His singular formal publication, Travels through North He demonstrated an exceptional gift for drawing at an early age, and as a teenager studied at the Philadelphia Acad-emy, the forerunner of the University of Pennsylvania. William was particularly fortunate to serve as his father's botanical companion and benefited from his father's botanical network.
JOHN BARTRAM AND HIS PLACE IN THE BOTANICAL INTELLECTUAL WORLD
John Bartram epitomized the 18th-century Western European image of the botanist as a theological scientist. A self-educated man, he embraced aspects of Deist and Quaker philosophies and beliefs. Throughout the 18th and early 19th centuries, with "natural theology" as its predominant philosophical basis, scientific inquiry centered on natural history, "the collective study of the three major kingdoms: animal, vegetable, and mineral" [1] . In addition to its spiritual aspects, the study of natural history emphasized scientific reason and utility. Quakers also emphasized "useful and natural knowledge," and "scientific study was considered a wholesome mental recreation among the Pennsylvania Quakers" [2] . In his observation of the natural order of the remote God of the Deists, Bartram obtained great satisfaction from his work. Reflecting his Quaker background, his wanderings in nature offered quiet opportunities to commune with God [3] . Bartram was also intellectually curious and recognized the economic opportunities of botanical work, including medicinal botanical work.
Gardening was one of the leading social pastimes of the era. It was not uncommon for amateur naturalists and members of the middle class to engage in the study of natural history with recognized scientists and the wealthy. Whether authored by professionals or amateurs, natural history nonfiction writing was intended for lay audiences and, particularly in the early 19th century, "only slightly less popular than novels, though often far more expensive" [4] . Natural historians sought to understand God's design by collecting specimens of and classifying plants and animals. To participate in this process, one did have to know Latin. However, the "sex-based" Linnaean system, the dominant classification method developed by Swede Carl Linnaeus, was exquisitely simple. In essence, it allowed classification of plants "first by counting stamens and pistils, then by observing the shape and distribution of leaf, flower, and fruit" [5] . Before Linnaeus, numerous conflicting classification systems confounded universal understanding. Now anyone with resources to support the time -and labor -to gather and examine specimens could contribute to the universal understanding of the hierarchy of all life forms in the Great Chain of Being.
For natural historians, the American colonies provided a vast new theological arena. To enhance their personal lives and social standing, the middle class and wealthy of Europe eagerly sought botanicals from the New World, particularly those from the temperate zone of North America that were compatible with their own environment. Because of the general belief that God's design included natural remedies for illness, medicinal botanicals were an important component of therapeutic medicine. New World plants continuously were sought to enlarge and enhance the pharmacopeia.
John Bartram enthusiastically educated himself in Latin and the Linnaean classification system, as well as developed relationships with leading botanists and scientists in Europe and the American colonies, actively contributing to contemporary botanical knowledge. On his large Philadelphia-area farm in Kingsessing, he established an extensive botanical garden, creating natural habitats for the botanicals he took from the wild, rather than planting them in formal garden layouts. Responding to the market demand for garden and medicinal botanicals, he sold seeds and live specimens collected during his travels and, more importantly, cultivated in his garden. His knowledge of botanicals -and success in growing them -was particularly recognized as he developed relationships with James Logan (a wealthy Philadelphia merchant scientist who was William Penn's deputy and who had an extensive library), Joseph Breintnall (a Philadelphia merchant whom Bartram assisted with his leaf collection), Samuel Chew (a Maryland physician who moved to Philadelphia and knew Breintnall) [2, 6] [22] [23] .
WILLIAM BARTRAM AND HIS BOTANICAL TRAVELS
From July 1765 until April 1766, John and William Bartram traveled through the Carolinas, Georgia, and Florida collecting seeds and specimens, as well as documenting their environments. William Bartram also sketched a variety of flora and fauna. At various stops along the way, John Bartram sent Collinson seeds, specimens, and diary accounts. These items were intended for the king, but Collinson kept many of them for himself or gave them to people with whom he wished to incur favor [24] . Bartram presented a complete report of the trip to the Florida governor, who forwarded it to the English Board of Trade; it was subsequently edited (i.e., by deleting Bartram's negative views of Florida's agro-economic potential), added to William Stork's 1766 edition of An Account of East-Florida, and promoted within the English government's market-ing campaign to encourage Florida settlers [25] [26] [27] [28] . 1 William Bartram decided to stay in Florida, but failed to make a living in the indigo business and returned to his father's farm in 1767. John Bartram's international botanical network eventually provided an avenue for William to pursue his own dream of botanical travels. The key factor was William's illustrations. At this time, scientific illustrations -particularly illustrations of the botanicals in the Americaswere of great interest and value. Accurate botanical information was crucial for efficient management of resources, as well as optimal understanding of how to feed and provide medicine for colonists and slaves. Bartram often lamented his son's inability to find a way to make a living, yet was pleased by "Billy's darling delight" of botany and drawing, and sent William's illustrations to Collinson [29] [30] . Collinson appreciated William's drawings, showed them to many natural historians, and secured several illustration subscriptions for him [31] [32] [33] . 2 Finally determined to pursue a botanical career at the age of 32, William Bartram contacted Dr. John Fothergill, who previously bought several of his illustrations. In late 1772, Fothergill, who desired his own American contact for botanicals, agreed to commission him to collect seeds and specimens, as well as draw flora and fauna. Fothergill preferred that Bartram collect in the temperate zone, because its botanicals would more likely survive in England's environment, but acquiesced to an initial plan to travel in Georgia. Reflecting his Quaker background, Fothergill told Bartram "the useful, the beautiful, the singular, or the fragrant, are to us the most material" [34] [35] . Fothergill's Charleston contact, Dr. Lionel Chalmers, further instructed Bartram to "preserve seeds from some of the most beautiful flowering plants, as well as of those which may be useful in Medicine, so far as their virtues may come to your knowledge, and give me a few of each sort" [36] .
From William Bartram did not formally publish again, but continuously collaborated with botanists, physicians, and students during their constant visits to the Kingsessing garden or via correspondence, as well as drew untold numbers of illustrations for botanical and medical publications. Unfortunately, his contemporaries rarely credited him or presented his work as their own. He was elected professor of botany at the University of Pennsylvania, but he did not formally accept or decline the post. He never lectured, and the position was given to Benjamin Smith Barton. These facts may be at the root of a perception of Bartram as a spoiled, privileged boy, simply tending a garden and never forced to make a living. However, despite the lack of acknowledgment and citing references, current research is identifying Bartram's work in his contemporaries' writings, and his illustrations are signatory. It is still an open question as to why he did not follow his father's example and actively pursue a place in the botanical intellectual world. Perhaps Bartram was driven by an artistic need to create, whether justly acknowledged or compensated, or wanted "to conquer ambition, forgive his enemies, and lead a simple, virtuous life" [39] . 3 Then again, perhaps his "colleagues" were guilty of intellectual dishonesty, envy, and greed. [42] [43] [44] . Ownership of Bartram's specimens and drawings passed to Sir Joseph Banks, who bought Fothergill's library after his death. Banks' librarian and curator, Jonas Dryander, held them until they found a permanent home in the British Museum of Natural History in 1827.
BARTRAM'S SPECIMENS AND DRAWINGS
Benjamin Smith Barton, who saw Banks' collection of Bartram's drawings while studying medicine in England, corresponded with Bartram from England and actively worked with him after returning to America [45] . Barton encouraged Bartram to publish essays and his Travels. After Barton's appointment to the University of Pennsylvania (i.e., the appointment originally given to Bartram), he brought his students to the Kingsessing garden. To all appearances, Barton was an unabashed fan. However, without true understanding of the information, Barton based his 1798 edition of Collections for an Essay towards a Materia Medica of the United-States on Bartram's unpublished manuscript "Pharmacopieia," and used 27 Bartram drawings for engravings that illustrated the 1803 edition of his [46] [47] [48] . 4 Much of the information on Iris versicolor, Iris verna, as well as "yaw-weed" or "cock-up-hat" in Barton's Collections is very similar to that in Bartram [51] [52] . 6 Several of Barton's students followed their teacher's example of soliciting Bartram's illustrations for their own medical publications. It would not be difficult to identify Bartram's work among uncredited illustrations in these students' publications, as well as other late 18th-and early 19th-century medical sources. For example, in The Poetics of Natural History: from John Bartram to William James, Christoph Irmscher compares Bartram's illustration of the flowering tree Franklinia alatamaha to that of Pierre-Joseph Redouté, the "famous draftsman at the Jardin des Plantes in Paris." Redouté's "flavorless, stiffly beautiful representation" is no match for Bartram's combination of "art and taxonomy" and attention to detail [53] . 7 
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's 1789 manuscript Observations on the Creek and Cherokee Indians, yet Barton only acknowledged Bartram for the information on Iris [49-50]. 5 In addition, though he pays a rare acknowledgment to Indian knowledge, there are paragraphs in Barton's Collections on the "May-apple" or podophyllum peltatum, again uncredited to Bartram, that are virtually identical to those in Bartram's Observations
INDIANS AND THEIR MEDICINAL BOTANICALS
In addition to his contributions via drawings, specimens, and general botanical Bartram's contemporaries trusted his authority on Indians' knowledge, yet did not fully understand that knowledge or acknowledge him in their work. Barton based his New Views of the Origin of the Tribes and Nations of America on Bartram's unpublished manuscript "Answers to Queries about Indians." In addition, Bartram's Observations on the Creek and Cherokee Indians, written in 1789 but "lost" until published by the American Ethnological Society in 1853, was written in a question and answer format, and the questions have been attributed to be those from Barton [64] [65] . The selective plagiarism of Bartram's work has significantly hindered full understanding of Indians' medicinal botanical knowledge. Nineteenth-century medical educators and practitioners seemingly never cared to verify who really discovered the indigenous medicinal botanicals they used, nor the original source of information about how to prepare and use them.
THE BARTRAMS' CATALOG
Before 1600, Europeans only knew about six of the approximately 8,000 flora species in North America. That number had grown to 300 when John Bartram started collecting and grew to 600 by the end of the American Revolution. The Bartrams discovered 150 to 200 species [66] , as well as furthered the study and practice of medicine by supplying physicians, educators, and students with seeds and live specimens. In an examination of 21 American nursery catalogs published between 1771 and 1832, John 3. Eupatorium perfoliatum, Boneset, Crosswort, Indian Paint, Indian Sage, Puccoon, Turmeric, Thorough Stem, Thorough Wort; dried leaves and flowering tops on the USP 1820 -1916 and NF 1926 -1950 . John Bartram reported its use for "a vomit in the intermitting fevers," as well as "pains in the limbs." In a rare acknowledgment, Barton reported its use "by our Indians" as an emetic (i.e., causes vomiting) in intermittent fevers and sudorific (i.e., causes or increases sweating), as well as noted its use for "James-river Ringworm" in Virginia.
4. Ilex vomitoria, Cassena, Cassina Holly, Cusseena, Evergreen Cassine, South Sea Tea, Yaupon, Yopon. This botanical never appeared on the USP or NF, but was particularly noted as the key ingredient of the Indian "black drink." Barton reported its use as a diuretic (i.e., increases urine discharge).
5. 
CONCLUSIONS
In addition to the significance of the indigenous medicinal botanical species discovered by the Bartrams and the Indians' medicinal knowledge William Bartram preserved, the Bartrams should be recognized for the important contributions they made to contemporary popular and formal medical literature. While promoting the classification of diseases and therapies, Enlightenment and Deist medical science questioned authority and valued empirical knowledge. Domestic medical care played a near equal role to that of the formally trained physician. Widely available medical guides and "curatives," such as William Buchan's Domestic Medicine and John Wesley's Primitive Physick, provided core information for families to care for themselves; physicians were only consulted when standard therapies failed [69] [70] . Some physicians, surgeons, and apothecaries emigrated to colonial America, and the provincial environment of the colonies led indigenous students to seek education in the key medical education centers of Edinburgh and London. However, as in Europe, apprentice-trained, self-educated, itinerant, and clerical practitioners far outnumbered regular physicians in colonial America [71] . Again, medical guides provided the foundation for practice and were often appended to popular publications. As noted above, John Bartram 
